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1, FIFTH REPORT OF THE CCMMITTEE ON INTERNATIONAL QPARANTIME： Item 2,3 of the 
Agenda (Docment EB21/11) 

Dr TIMMERMAN, Assistant Director-General, Central Technical Services^ introducing 

the fifth report of the Ccarauittee on International Quarantine (document EB21/11) said 

that one of the Committee
T

 s main tasks under its special terras of reference was to 

review annually the functioning of the International Sanitary Regulations and to report 

thereon through the Board to the Assembly. Hence the greater part of its report 

(pages 2-35) was directed to that subject. In pages 36 to 39 the Coirmiittee dealt with 

additional regulations in respect of malaria, based on the report of a Study Group 

on International Protection against Malaria
д
 but did not consider that at this stage an 

amendment to the International Sanitary Regulations was indicated. 

Paragraph 86 was concerned -with the first report of an Expert Committee on Yellow 

Fever Vaccine, and the Committee had requested the Director-General to implement certain 

rec omrriendations made therein • 

No proposal of a financial nature had been put forward by the Committee, and no 

action would be required by the Board， other than transmitting the report to the 

Eleventh World Health Assembly. 

Dr HIDE asked whether it was still necessary for the Committee to meet annually
# 

Dr ТШШШНу referring Dr Hyde to Article 13 of the International Sanitary 

Regulations, observed that the Committee had to meet every year to review the 

DirectoiMíeneral
1

 s report，which was submitted on an annual basis• 

Dr HIDE asked whether that particular provision required the Director-General 

report to Ъе examined annually« 
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Thé DIRECTOR-GENERAL replied that that had to be done under the terms of 

resolution WHA6»20, paragraph 2 ⑴ . However, the Board might wish to bring the 

matter to the AssembZy's attention with a view to amending that resolution, 

Dr HIDE appreciated that, in the light of tiie foregoing information^ an annual 

review was at present reqaiafede. However, as some experience had already been gained » 
the Director-General isl^ht bô asked to stucfy and report ш the possibility, in future, 

of the review beij^g carried out once every two years, which would both be more 

economical and would make less demand upon the time of the Committee's very bu^r member s 
. I , 

Professor PESONEN asked howr the reporting system was functioning， and whether 

countries were Informing the Organization in due time of communicable diseases 

occurring within their borders. 

Dr TIMMERMAN replied, that the ideal had not yet been reached but, with few 

exceptions； the system was working satisfactorily. 

The CHAIRMAN asked whether the follovjing dr.aft resolution would satisfy Dr Hyde： 

• f ‘ 

The Executive Board 

lp NOTES the fifth report of the Committiie on International Quarantine, 

2
Ç
 THANKS the members of the Committee for their wark^ 

3
#
 TRANSMITS the report to the Eleventh World Health Assemb3y for its 

ccaasiderationj and 

REQUESTS the Director^General to report to the twenty*-third session of the 
Board on the continuing need far an annual meeting of the Coaranittee on International 
Quarantine # 
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Dr JAFAR proposed that the draft resolution be amended so as to require the 

Dire с t or-General to report to the Eleventh World Health Assemb3y
f 

Dr HÏDE said that, although he vrould be someidiat concerned if the Board did riot 

study the Directors-General
1

 s reports first, he could agree to the amendment since the 

Assembly would probably refer the matter back to the Board in ax̂ r casa
# 

The CHAIRMAN, seo:ijig no objection^ announced that the draft resolution was adopted. 

Dr LAKSHMANAN said he would prefer the Director-General
1

 s report to be considered 

first Ту the Board, particularly as he did not think there would be imich discussion 

in the Assembly, 

Dr JAFAR observed that the Chairman had already announced the adoption of the 

draft resolution, so that il the discussion were to be reopened the necessary procedure 

must be observed. 

The CHAIRMAN concurred, explaining that he had riot noticed that Dr Lakshmanan 

had signified that he wished to speak. 

Professor CANAPERIA did nob think that there was an important procedural issue at 

stake, and believed the Board could continue its discussion^ 

Dr JAFAR said he would deplore the unfortunate precedent which would be established 

by ignoring the rules of procedure
#
 It would not take long to vote on a motion for 

reopening the discussion. 
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Professor PESONEN moved that the discussion be reopened. 

Dr LAKSHMANAN^ stating that he had not been aware that a decision had already been 

taken，said he would not press his point. 

The DIRECTOR-GENERAL, drawing attention to Rule 40 of the Rules of Procedure, 

pointed out that Professor Pesonen had formally moved tha% the discussion be reopened. 

Professor PESONEN said that in the light of Dr Lakshmanan^ last intervention he 

would withdraw his motion» 

The CHAIRMAN stated that in the circumstances the draft resolution he had read out 

as amended by* Dr Jafar should be regarded as adopted (see resolution EB21.R21)* 

2q REPORT ON APPOINTMENTS TO EXPERT ADVISORY PANELS AND COMMITTEES: Item 2#6 of the 
• Agenda (Document EB2Í/46) 

Dr DOROLLE, Deputy Director-General^ introducing documenb EB2l/46^ said that it had 

been submitted in accordance with Rule of the Regulations for Expert Advisory Panels 

and Committees, by virtue of which the Directoiv-General had to report on appointments 

made to the advisory panels and committees to the next session of the Board, This was 

done by submitting a comprehensive list at the Januaiy session and a supplementary 

docraient in June* The names of persons who had attended meetings were inarked by an 

asterisk。 ， 

Decision； The Board adopted a resolution noting the report of the Director—General 
on appointments to e^ert advisory panels and committees .(see resolution EB21.R22), 
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Ъ. REPORT OF THE TECHNICAL COKZERENCE ON INSECT EESISTAJiCE: Item 2 ,7 .7 
of the Agenda (Document EB21/3) 

Dr KAUL，Assistant Di rector-General^ Department of Advisory Services, said^that 

the Expert Ccxrmittee on Insect Resistance and Vector Control, vhich had met in 1956, 

had recommended that WHO "undertake vorld^ide action to stimulate and co-ordinate an 

international research programme on the problem of resistance to insecticides
#
 The 

Technical Conference, held at Geneva in July 1957, bad been attended by directors of 

the major laboratories and hoà had the desired effect of focusing their attention on 

the urgent problem of insect resistance, vhich vas recognized to be a serious threat 

to the very foundations of present-doy vector control throu^i chemical means • They 

ЬаЛ agreed to participate as fully as possible vithin the resources available to their 

laboratories, so that ал international programme of co-ordinated research had been 

initiated • 、 

The specific recamendations adopted Ъу the Conference were to be found on pages i , 
31-33 of the report апй he would single out for special attention, recommendation 7. 

Dr HYDE asked what was the status of зисЬ a technical conference of experts and how 

it differed frcm ал expert comittee or a study group. He noted that the Conference had 

.. ode ‘'ecommendations to both WHO and goverments. ‘ 

The DEPUTY DIRECTOR HGEEERAXI recalled that that point had Ъееп discussed the previous 

year in the Standing Committee on Aflministration аиЗ Finance and that, following its 

report to the Board on the matter,it ha¿ b£en decided, in order to avoid confusion^ to 

use the term "conference" solely for inber-cregional gatherings. As from 1959,therefore, 
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any meeting coming under the Appropriation Section for expert committees would Ъе 

called an expert committee• 

.Professor CAMFERTA asked vhat vas WHO^s opinion on the standard methods of 

determining the resistance of the anophèles mosquito, in the light of recent research 

which auggested that other factors might Ъе influencing findings
 e 

Dr BROWN (Secretariatsaid that in drawing up standard methods for testing 

resistance^ WHO had taken cognizance of all methods used in any coimtry. It had en-

countered different methods involving different manners of exposure of anopheles 

mosquitos
 e
 For example^ a method hod Ъееп used in Home 她 e r e one insect vas exposed 

singlyс It was the job of WEO【s technical personnel to reconcile the results obtained 

Ъу the various method s ̂ and thus to understand the different opetative-fscctxcnr^ich 

affected the erú result of the standard method employed„ 

Dr JAJ1AR recalled that the Eegional Director for Africa had said that vhereas 

Anopheles gambiae had Ъееп regarded as resistant to DDT，further observations had 

shrnn that the so-called resistance vas behavlouristic
 #
 He would Ъе interested 

further information on that point, because in the literature received A^ gambiae 

was still recognized as permanently resistant• 
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Dr BROWN said that behaviouristic resistance of A. gajnbiae to DDT was an old 

topic , perhaps dating back to the work of Muirhead-Thomson in 19奶. He had observed 

in window-trap huts that A, gambiae in West and East Africa escaped from DDT-sprayed 

surfaces and were found in the window-traps. I t had subsequently been established 

that those re su l t s were due e s sent i a l ly to inadequate doses because of the absorption 

of the kerosene solution used in one case, and in the other case to the use of a 

ooarse-part icled wettable powder, thus giving an exciting dose rather than a lethal 

one. Tliose resu l t s could be counteracted by giving a s u f f i c i e n t dose in the correct 

manner. Dr Muiiiiead-Thomson had not at the time suggested that i t was a developed 

behsrJuristic res i s tance , but only that i t was a pre-exist ing one. I t was l a t e r 

interpreted by reviewers of his work that had suggested that the phenomenon was a 

developed one. 

Dr JAPAR asked whether i t was to be assumed that A> gambiae was no longer 

r e s i s t a n t to DDT. 

Dr BROWN replied that there was no proved record of s ign i f i cant resistance to 

DDT by A. gambiae at the present time. 

Dr JAFAR asked about the reaction of f l i e s to DDT. íwo opinions have been put 

forward; one that they were nearly always too big for DDT spraying, and the other that 

they had gradually developed res i s tance . He would be interested to note whether the 

present view was that they had always been r e s i s t a n t , or that they had become so owing 

to the use of DDT. 
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Dr BROWIT replied that this was a fundamental question reaching at the roots of 

genetics and biology. In populations of insects which developed increasing resistance, 

it had been discovered that there had been present at first - as indeed there must have 
i « 
been _ either a small пшЪег of phenotypes already shewing the pre -adaptations^ or 

rather genotypes carrying those pre «-adaptations，so that the process of developing 

resistance vas essentially a Darwinian selection of the individuals carrying the genes 

vhich gave resistance
#
 The population surviving the insecticide treatment had come to 

contain the genes for resistance a high proportion of the insects, "whereas in the 

untouched population the phenotypes carrying those genes vere extremely rare. 

Dr JâEAS said that the answer was too technical for him» 

Dr BKOWN eiplained that, bearing in mind the dangers of over-slmplification^ his 

statement amouhted to saying that vhat had been a characteristic of the very few had 

become a characteristic of the majority• 

Dr JAPAR said that he had. put his question because during the last three years 

repeated, warnings had Ъееп issued of the increasing resistance by flies to DDT spraying. 

In 1955 the point had been much emphasized when discussing tiie malaria eradication 

programme and his views expressed at that time had now been confiimed, • 

Dr TOGEBA asked vhether it had been found that flies had shown greater resistance 

to dieldrin
# 
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參 -

Dr KAUL said that he did not fully grasp the import of Dr Jafor
f

s last remark • 

It was a fact that iáie result of the mass use of insecticide had been a grovrth 

in resistant species
 t 

Dr JAFiUR believed that such resistant species of flies were to Ъе found even 
. t 

vhere no mass spraying had taken place • 

/ 

Dr BROWN, referriiig to recorded experience in Italy and, the United States, saiâ 

that at the first spraying with a chlorinated hydrocarbon insecticide, such as DDT, 

the observed result in virtually every case had been a very marked reduction of the 

fly population to -tiie point where it could be described as disappearance. But it was 

recorded in Rcrne Ъу Sacca
;
 who bad been the first to discover DDT resistance in the 

housefly in Italy after it had beer^/discovereâ in Sweden, that there were in fact a 

very few survivors, and* these could be the parents of the next generation. When 

spraying was applied against that and succeeding generations the percentage of survivors 

became observable； and increased with every generation svüjjected to the insecticide, 

In reply to Dr Togba he said, that it was the experience that the application of 

dieldrln did possibly give
1

 rise to higher levels of dieldrin-resistance than the DDT-

reeistance engendered Ъу DDT* In fact? the resistance response was quite drastic to 

dieldrin. In addition, when dieldxin was used other phencmena came into play as, for 

example, the possibility of the number of eggs laid Ъу survivors increasing in number» 

Those additional factors were at present under study both in the laboratory and in 

the field, 
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Dr TOGBA said that the matter was 'of extreme importance to the malaria eradlo-

a-bion programme, and he wondered whether WHO was eontemplating serious action against 

flies. He had seen places where they were literally teeming as a result of dieldrin. 

Dr KAUL said that the problem of f3J»es was being considered in the context of an 

entiraLy separate programme. 

Óe ШОШ said that the phenomenon, encountered with the use of dieldrin bad been 

reported from five countries. On the other hand it had not been observed in two 

other comtriss nor in certain towns and villages of the first five countries mentionedo 

The common factor in those Xâiter instances had been found to be good sanitaticn. 

Decisionî The Board adopted a reeoLuti^n noting the report of the Teohnical 
Conferenoe on Insect Resistance and thanking_.-tbfluneabers^oíL •ibs-Oon£eren&e-jCor 
their work (see resolution SB21,R23). 

4. REPORTS OF STUDY GROUPS: Item 2.8 of the Agenda 

Report of Director-General (Document EB21/4S) 

The DEPUTY DIRECTOR-GENERAL said that the report (d£>cument EB21/4S) had been 

submitted by the Director-General in compliance with the request made by the Boa^d 

in its resolution EB17.R13 that he report on any study group convened when provisien ' 

had not been made for it in the corresponding budget estimates. 

The CHAIRMAN observed that no action was required by the Board upon the Director-

General 's report other than to take note of it. 

Beciaion: The Board took note of the report in document EB21/48. 
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Study Group on Histological Definitions of Cancer Types： "̂ Item 2.8.1 of the Agenda 
(Ebcument EB21/9) ~ 

Dr TIMMERMANN, introducing document EB21/9, said that the Study Group had been 

convened largely as a result of the Board's resolution EB17»R40, in which the 

Director «^General had been requested to explore the possibility of WHO organizing 

centres which would arrange for the collection and his topatholog ic al examination of 

human tissues. The main object had been to develop a histological definition of 

diseases and types of diseases, and it had been decided that the work should start 

with types of cancer. 

The Study Group had. provided a short summary of the situation in some countries 

in pages 4 to 6 of its report• After some discussion it had recommended that the 

work should be initiated on tumours of the oro-pharynx, lung, soft tissue and breast
 # 

The Study Group's recommendations on structure and organization were to Ъе fo\md on 

pages 7 and 8 of its report, and its recommœdations on the functions of an inter-

national centre and its staff appeared in pages 8 and 9» 工t had emphasized the 

importance of training and that international centres should be prepared to accept 

trainees
#
 In the last section of its report the Study Group had stressed the need 

for co-ordination -with appropriate international non-governmental organizations. 

Professor CANAPERIA considered that reports of study groups and expert ooramittees 

should provide more comprehensive information about the situation in different 

countries and should not restrict themselves to that of the countries actually-

represented. The Organization would then have the benefit of all the available 

information. . 

1

 To be published in tho Techriicafl. Report Series 
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He would be interested to know the Director-General1s opinion on the Study Group‘s 

recommendations, some of which entailed direct action and financial support by WHO. 

The recommendation that the views of interested, non-governmental organizations 

be sought was an jjiçortaat one, the more so as he beliavod that WHO did not always 

take fu l l advantage of the help such bodies could give. In the present case he had 

of course in mind the International Union against Cancer. In support of his argument 

he referred to the gain derived from having convened the Expert Coimnittoe an, ionye.l ltd 

after the international conference on that disease. 
* 

Dr HABERNOLL noted that the Study p̂ovqp hâd indicated, tbat the purpose of an 

international centre would be to coUjeet clinical 4ata’ provide diagnostic advice, 

train tumour pathologists, and carry out research. In regard to arganization, i t was 

important to avoid overlapping and red tape. Though WHO's initiative had clearly been 

Justified, hs wondered whether the Organization was fitted to carry out such a 

programme or whether it should be entrusted, to other organizations such as the 

International Union against Cancer. 
i 

The work should yield a standardized nomenclature and studies on geographical 

pathology. ' 
t 

Dr HÏDE, referring to Professor Canaperia*s f i r s t point, recalled that the function 

of study groups was to advise the Director-General, and they did not have to explore 

their subject as comprehensively as Qxperb coinmittees. Hence their reports were more 

in the nature of informal working papers for internal use n̂d were"not necessarily 
propared for publication. 
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Professor CANAPERIA eKjphaaized thab his remarks had been of a general nature and 

had applied also to expert committees. ' 

Dr ТЗУМЕШШЖ, referring to Professor Canaperia! s observation concerning 

information on the position in different countries said that efforts were being made 

to obtain information from other countries so as to obtain a more comprehensive picture ̂  
� 

The recommendations in the report did not commit ¥H0 and constituted advice to 

the Dire ct or-Gene ral} who decided whether to follow j.t or not, and to what extent » 

Seme financial provision had already beon made for such work in the 1958 budget, and 

XmrLher-cippropriataoias were proposed in the 1959 budget, 

The Sti\dy Group; of course^ was well conversant with the work of the International 

Jriion against Cancer and the work would be x̂ onducted in co-operation with that body. 

He agreed with hr KabernoXL - on the need to-avoid overlapping and to ascertain what was 

bej.ng dune elaewhera - , 

Professor CÂKAPSRIA said that he would be interested to know- the Dire^o'-r.cüAr 

views on. the recommondaiions-^and. what actiaa..he proposed л 

Dr TIKMERMAKW said that he could, report on the action already taken. An Expert 

Advisory Panel on Cancer had been established^ and as a first step participants in the 

group had been appointed to ite Further members would be appointed later. For various 

reasons it had been decided to select two (lung and soft tissue tumours) out of the 

four proposed by the Study Group; for priority treatment^ as it was essential to start 

on a small s calo. Negotiations were under way with tvio institutes which .could serv̂ p 

as internaticnal centres for those two tumeurs y but had not as yet resulted in any 

definite.decision� 
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Professor CAN/lPERLi said he had been glad to learn that the Director-General 

conterrplatcd further action on the question of cancer; as he himself had stressed at 

the Eighth World Health Assembly, the time had come for the Organization to initiate 

work on the problems involved• The Expert Advisory Panel on Cancer that was being set 

up would, he was sure, be ablo after study to indicate guiding lines for the 

Organization's futuro work. 

He noted that, as a first step, the members of the Study Group had all been appointed 

to the panel. The histological and anatomo-pathological aspects of cancor were 

undoubtedly very important from the international standpoint; nevertheless there were 

^other^ar-eas in which research had already been àom and which werû equally suitable for 

international collaboration, e.g« the epidemiology of tho disease. No doubt the member-

ship of the panel of experts would in due time be broadened to oover every aspect of the 

problem. 

Professor PESONEN remarked that the question of duplication of research work had 

been raised tiine and again in the Board. Co-ordination between the United Nations and 

tte other specialized agencies was slnple； but where non-govorninental organizations 

and national institutes were engaged in parallel research^ the problem was moro difficult 

While convinced that the Dire ctor-Genoral was doing everything possible in the matter, 

he nevertheless thought that a special research co-ordination unit at Headquarters might 

bo needed to keep in close touch with what was going on in research centres throughout 

the world. Action of the kind would undoubtedly benefit the work of WHO
1

s expert 

coirmdttees, as well as medical progress throughout the world. He was making no formal 

proposal on the matter. 
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Dr TIMMERMAN assured Professor Canaperia that it was the Director-General
l

s 

intention to broaden the representation on the Expert Advisory Panel on Cancer. 

Professor Pesonen
!

s suggestion was worthy of serious study. A unit of the kind 

he envisaged would be most valuable for keeping in touch with research centres and 

keeping the world informed on the course of research work that was being done. 

Decision: The Board adopted, a resolution noting the report of the 
Study Group on Histological Definitions of Cancer Types and thanking 
the members of the Study Group for their work (see resolution EB21.R2坏）• 

Study Group on Recommended Requirements for Biological Substances:
1

 Item 2,8*2 of 
the Agenda (Document EB21/1Q) 

The CHAIFMAN invited Dr Timmerman to introduce the subject. 

Dr TIMMEIWAN stated that the object of the Organization's work on which the Study-

Group had given advice was to draw up recommendations on aspects of the control of 

biological substances outside the competence of the Expert Committee on Biological 

Standardization. The Study Group was of opinion that national control authorities in 

general would benefit by having available detailed technical international recommenda-

tions on methods of assay and requirements for biological substances. The acceptance 

of such recommendations would also, the Study Group felt, greatly facilitate the 

exchange of biological substances between countries• 

The Study Group had gone on to consider the formulation of International 

recommendations on requirements in respect of a number of vaccines, as well as 

toxoids and anti-toxins• It had drawn up a general framework for use in formulating 

international recommendations on requirements in respect of individual substances 

of the kind (paragraph 5 of its report). 

1

 To be published in the Technical Report Series 
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Tho procedure to be followed for obtaining international rocommendations on 

requirements had also been taken up (paragraph 7). Normally, an expert in the substance 

in question should be asked to draw up the initial draft, after which it shouid be 

subraitted to шмЬеге of •езфОгЬ advisory panels and. to national laboratorios for conmiorit 

(by correspondence, if jptssiWe). The final stage was for a group of experts, aeoting 

togette^, to draw op tí© €#.fiaitive recoramersiations. Sufesequteatly the final drafts ‘ 

were to be submitted to Member State s and any comments forfeheomisg would be carefully 

considered. 

The internatloml r©û€№3aôat5-c®s em r e q u i r _ n t s for ludivldmal biological 

substances were discassecl in paragraph 8 and In the аишх to tbe report. 

îhe Study Group advocated iíiolüding as an ictrodwetioft to each recommeûdâtion all 

possible helpful details, in ordor to assist tte national control authorities. Tlie 

final accepta NEE of ths reconaasnded requirements would, of COUTPÔ, depend on the 

national authorities. 

Dr MBERNOLL wished once more to eiiphasize that thü freo importation of biological 

products should be authorized only where the producer complied with international 

regulations on production and distribution. Tho task of formu3.atlng the guiding 

principles on which ths regulations should be based could only bs undertaken by an 

international organization. He accordingly felt that чдтк of the type done by the 

Study Group deserved full support. 

Dr METCALFE asked, whether there was any motk i of dealing with new products which 

were put on the market before WHO had a chance to lay dcwi recommended requirements. 
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Dr Т1ШЕШШ said that was a point of crucial importance in regard to action on 

biological substances and also in drawing up specifications for inclusion in the 

International Pharmacopoeia. WHO would continue to do ail it could to have recom-

mendations prepared in the shortest possible time, but there was no denying that a 

time-lag would always exist. 

Decision? The Board adopted a resolution noting the report of the 
Study Group on 'Requirements for Biological Substances and thanking 
the members of the Study Group for their work (see resolution EB21.R25)• 

Chemotherapy and Chemoprophylaxis in Tuberculosis Control: Item 2*8。》 

|1_| _••_—H_ll__ 1__1 1旧 _• •••—•_•• Ш111 Ml l_ I • - .1 •— • !!'• •• III 11 'I 1 II ‘ •” 

The CriAIPMAN asked Dr Kaui to introduce the subject. 

Dr KAUL stated that the report of the Study Group had already been published in 

the No. 1斗1. 

It was only during the last year that the potentialities of antituberculosis drugc 

in public health measures for the control of tuberculosis had been fully realized. 

The evidence accumulated indicated that institutional treatment for tuberculosis was 

no longer essential. Until recently, those drugs had been used mainly in conjunction 

with the classical treatment of the disease. New possibilities for ambulatory 

treatment at home had opened up, in particular for those countries which had as yet-

little or no institutional treatment facilities. 

As WHO'S holp had been sought by a member of countries in organizing control 

programmes based on domiciliary treatment by drugs, the Director' General had deemed ?.. 
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advisable to seek the advice of a group of experts in the matter. The task of the 

group had been to lay down guiding lines for programmes of the kind and in particular 

to advise ç>n. the most suitable drug for self-administration. The issuo was o£ special 

importance for UNICEF, which was providing s implies for several programmes in operation. 

Recent experiments had also shown that antituberculosis drugs might be of value 

for pvopbQrlactic purposes and, again, WHO had wished to have the most up-to-date 

adrice 如 that possibility. 

The ftain conclusions of tho group were that: 

(1) tuberculosis prevalence surveys should be encouraged; 

(2) all known cases of pulmonary tuberculosis should receive ctemothers^y 

which might be on an ambulatory or domiciliaxy basis In areas of hi^i 

prevalence with ioadequatc hospital facilities; aftd 

(3) emphasis should be placed on the develt^aneab of the most effective 

type of service for domiciliary chemotherapy. 

The Study Group had further ©mphasiaed that, in view of the present gaps in the 
• * « 

knowledge of chemotherapy, its recommendations were designed to serve as a guide for 

s i n g 3 - e e c t s in selected areas, rather than for country-wide control operations-

With regard to prophylaxis, the Study Group had recommended provisionally that, 

in areas of high prevalence of tho disease, INH should be administered to tuborculin 

reactors who were household associates of infectious tuberculous patients. 

Dr HYDE observed that, in substance, the report was a testimony to the calibre of 

the Study Group*s members； it laid the groundwork for development of control of 

tuberculosis by chemotherapy. 
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He reverted to his earlier remarks on the publication of expert committee and 

study groip reports'. Resolution EB17#R13> adopted by the Board at its seventeenth 

session, contained no reference to the publication of study group reports• Presuma
1

 ly^ 

therefore, the Director-General was free to use his discretion in the matter of 

publishing any study group report in the Technical Report Series; the Board had the 

deciding voice in respect of the publication of expert committee reports. In that 

connexion, he would draw attention to the, fact that the description of the Organization 

〜and its work, always included on the inside cover of the Technical Report Series j had 

no relevance to tha work of study groups; it might be that the material required 

! some revision to take account of the use of study groups as well as of expert committees^ 

as an essential part of the Organization
1

 s machinery., 

The report uûder consideration did not appear to have been so carefully edited as 

‘was- generally the oa.se* Initial capitals appeared to have been used in a somewhat 

^indiscriminate гаашвг: various references were made to the drugs
 п

1Ш
н

 and "PAS", 

but surely in a report for general dissemination the chemical formulae of the two drugs 

should have been given* A matter of more serious moment was that, on page 6, in 

recommending a daily dosage of sodium PAS, no indication was given of whether or not 

'that was the adult dose* 

After giving several more instances, he mado the point that, in issuing information 

to the world on the use of toxic drugs, there was need for the utmost precision, 

Dr MOORE said； that, having gone carefully through the report, he felt bound to 

agree with Dr Hyde's comments. 
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Chemotherapy and che торг ophylaxis in tuberculosis control were under close 

consideration by many national bodios throughout the world today, and had also been 

the subject of considerable discussion at a meeting of the International Union Against 

/ 

Tuberculosis hold in New Delhi in 1957» In that connexion, he felt bound to agree with 

Professor Canaperia*s remarks on the usefulness of working in collaboration with 

corrîpetent non-governmontal organizations. 

While he could agree in general with the tenor of the report, he believed that 

some points of iîïportancô had been over-enphasized and others áot given sufficient 

stress. His iriprossion of the report was that it could well have been -written by any 

-person, with experience in tuberculosis control. The Study Group had followed orthodox 

lines in recommending prevalence surveys for case-fiMing. The methods advocated were 

all in general use but what the report omitted to say was that, whor© a choice had to 

be made, mass x-ray work was Of the most value. 

He was able to endorse the minimmn programme as outlined in tha report* He must, 

however, take exception to Dr Kaul ̂  s remark that institutional treatment for tuber-

culosis was no longer essential. In his opinion, institutional treatment would always 

remain necessary for certain cases of the disease• Of course, it was undoubtedly 

necessary to try other methods in countries where no facilities for hospital treatment 

of tuberculosis existed. 

Again, anyone of experience was well aware that continued 1Ш tha rap y in tho 

presence of uncorrectable "open" pulmonary tuberculosis was open to question (page 5)• 

The same applied to a statement that, on present knowledge^ the use of IKH alone could 

not be recoïnmended. with tho same assurance as combined therapy by means of INH a ni 

PAS (pago 5). A point that had not been sufficiently brought out was the danger of 

setting up widespread infection by tubercle bacilli resistant to INH. 
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Не endorsed tho recommendations that initially programmes should be restricted 

to heavily infected areas; and that special attention should be given to tho home 

conditions of patients in domiciliary treatme nb. From his own and general experience 

he could affirm that the only effective way of ensuring continuance of treatment by 

means of drugs was for the patiant to attend at a clinic or for the field staff to 

undertake daily supervision cf administrât ion
 # 

The question of tho nutritional status cf the patient was mentioned on page 12» 

Much more might have been said on the subject; indeed, nutritional status was the crux 

of the whole problem. In any case of under-nourishment
 3
 he personally would always 

advocate the supplying of food in place of drugs» Under the Canadian tuberculosis 

programme amongst Indians it was the practice in such сазе8 to remove the patient from 

his family; and to give the whole family an adequate food supply over a six-morrbh 

period, at the end of which the members "were re-examined, ilt the time of discharge, 

even where the patient was being kept under ambulatory therapy, stops ware taken to 

provide adequate food supplies for the family as a whole until such time as the danger 

of a relapse was over. 

Speaking generally, he believed that past experience had shown the need for extreme 

care in calling together езфегЬ committees and study groups# That had been the under-

lying reason that had led him to propose recently in the Standing Committee on Admini-

stration and Finance that tho meetings of certain study groups^ including one on 

tuberculosis contemplated in 1959, should be postponed, 

Dr METCALFE remarked that the name of the study group would appear to indicate 

that its function had been limited to the study of chemotherapy. It was noteworthy^ 

however, that the group had broached other aspects of tuberculosis control as well and 

its report purported to be in the nature of a full blue-print for control operations. 
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Dr Moore
1

 s remarks on the feeding of the tuberculous patient and his family were 

very pertinent; the underlying theory was generally accepted nowadays. Obviously 

the breadwinner in a family would resist attempts to make him give Up his work and have 

treatment unless some provision were made for his family and, where nothing was done, 

he remained a real source of infection within the community. The report had not, in 

his opinion, given sufficient emphasis to what was a fundamental consideration, namely, 

the removal of the sources of infection of tuberculosis. 

Dr KAUL said that the Director
r
General had called together the Study Group because 

it had been essential for WHO, at the present stage of the development of chemotherapy 

in the control of tuberculosis, to have some authoritative advice on which to base 

its guidance to governments and to UNICEF in developing antituberculosis programmes. 

It was obvious, from the discussion that had just taken place, that views diverged 

widely on the status of the development of chemotherapy. 

The function of the Group had been to assemble and analyse all the available 

knowledge and reach a considered opinion on the place of chemotherapy in tuberculosis 

control. The urgency of the matter and the rapid developments that were taking place 

had led to the report being published and distributed as quickly as possible. 

The members of the Study Group had been carefully chosen for their experience in 

antituberculosis chemotherapy, as a glance at its membership list would show. It 

was doubtless because they were experts that they had found it unnecessary to expand 

the technical terms in more detail. No doubt it had been assumed that the terms 

were thoroughly well understood• 
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He had been most careful not to say that ins t i tut iona l treatment for tuberculosis 

could be dispensed with entirely . Nevertheless, the experience gained in recent years 

had c lear ly shown that i t was possible to attack the disease with the help of drugs, 

and that ttie method was especia l ly valuable where ins t i tu t iona l f a c i l i t i e s were lacking. 

The danger that tubercle b a c i l l i might develop res istance to INH was precise ly 

one of the Director-General1 s reasons for ca l l ing the Study flroup together, and the 

Group had recommended the combination of INH with PAS or some other drug as a means 

of avoiding such a contingency. 

Since chemotherapy was merely a part of the general control of tuberculosis , the 

Group had been bound to re fer in i t s report to other aspects of control. "Hiere was no 

suggestion that other measures, such as BCG vaccination, should be discontinued. 

He had to admit that the question of the nutrit ional s tatus of the tuberculous 

patient had not been given s u f f i c i e n t emphasis. No doubt the Study Group had assumed 

that the importance of nutrit ion would already be well knovm. 

Dr НОШ, Chief, Tuberculosis Section, answering the more technical comments, 

agreed that the report might with advantage have given the chemical formulae fo r , or 

the f u l l name o f , INH and PAS. Since the two drugs were in current use a l l over the 

world, however, probably the Group had f e l t such de ta i l s unnecessary. 

He agreed too that ins t i tu t iona l treatment would be es sent ia l in certain cases . 

But i t was because the development of ant ibiot ics and antituberculous drugs in recent 

years had opened the prospect for many countries to take e f f ec t ive measures tc control 

the di sease that the report had been drawn up in the f i r s t place. 
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The Secretariat had long recognized the difficulties involved in any programme of 

self-administration of drugs• It was obvious from the report that the members of 

the Study Group had been very divided in opinion on the question of whether one or 

several drugs should be used in therapy. The latter problem revolved largely round 

the question of whether the patient could be trusted to administer the drugs himself• 

The Study Groupes conclusion had been that, if he could, the best conibination for 

therapy would be INH and. PAS. Many of the individual members of the Group had agreed 

with Dr Moore that self-administration of PAS was unrealistic. 

Tuberculosis experts had long recognized that an adequate standard of nutrition 

was a very big factor in resistance to tuberculosis• The question of whether it was 

worthwhile to provide chemotherapy in countries of low nutritional standards had been 

thoroughly canvassed» A research project, set up in Madras two years previously 

with the help of WHO, had led to the surprising finding that, even in such conditions, 

the patient given domiciliary treatment by drvigs made as much progress, measured in 

terms of X-ray improvement and sputum conversion, as the patient given hospital 

treatment over a lengthy period. 

The report of the conference organized by the International Union against Tuber-

culosis had not provided material of the kind required to guide WHO in its attitude 

towards chemotherapy and chemoprophylaxis in tuberculosis control• 

Dr JAFAR asked what was the significance of the term "equivalent" as applied to 

the total daily dosage of sodium PAS (page 6). As far as he was aware, the term had 

no scientific meaning in the context. 
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: Dr MOOEE thanked Dr Kaul and Dr Holm for the information they had given. The 

members of the Board would no doubt look forward to having further reports on the pilot 

project in Madras that had been mentioned^ If the success already achieved were borne 

out by füture resulte, it would certainly serve to endorse the activity» 

He was still of opinion that the report under discussion was lacking in one or two 

essentials* БУош evidence at the present 

culoue cases would persist that would need 

surgery,' 

The importance of isolating spreaders 

time it was olear that a hard core of tuber* 

of the disease was another point that had not 

institutional treatment
/
 including thoracic 

received sufficient emphasis in the report： measures were needed fo* isolating the 
« • 

patient in programmes of domiciliary treatment
t
 The title of the report, in view of its 

nature^ might well have been modified toj Chemotherapy and Chemoprophylaxis in Ambulatory 

or Domiciliary Tuberculosis Control• 

Although the drug of choice of the experts for home treatment was INH, it was 

noteworthy that that drug did not enjoy the same status in institutional treatment in . 

Oanada
#
 There^ streptomycin was the first choice, followed by IKH in combination with 

PAS. 

Dr HOIM stated that the term "equivalent" had been used by the Group to avoid 

enumerating the many preparations of PAS that were available on the market today • The 

daily dosage of 10 g referred to in the report was the adult dose. 

The fact that the title of the report referred to chemotherapy and ohemopropbylaxis 

in tuberculosis control indicated that it was not intended to relate to institutional 

treatment. Undoubtedly thoracic surgery and patient isolation were important measures 
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in the treatment of the disease； however^ the Study Group had not been required to deal 

with those aspects* The fact that those and other questions had not as yet been dealt 

with was a further argumoit in favour of the proposal to call together an expert 

committee in 1959 to study tuberculosis control as a whole, 

Dr TOGBA, taking up Dr Moore*s point on nutritional status, asked whether any real 

consideration had been given to that matter. iJl were awax© of the danger of repeated, 

relapses when the tuberoulosie patient was unable to maintain an adequate standard of 

feeding» 

Another important faotor in domiciliary treatment concerned the isolation of the 

patient* What measuree were сontemplated for that purpoee where, as happened in many 

areas of the world, the whole family was restricted to one room for living space? 

Dr MOORE remarked that he could answer Dr Tobga's question on housing from practical 

experience« In Canada, fióme help was given to the family of a patient under home treat-

ment for the purpose of building an additional small room to the home or, \jtiere ollmatio 

conditions would allow； a tent was supplied^ While perhaps not ideal, theee measures 

were better than leaving the patient within the family to sproad infeotion• 

Dr METCAIiïE wondered what action was open to the Board in regard to the report, 

since it had already been published, 

Dr HÏDB found the remark pertinent to th® íürther observations he wished to mcüce. 

He was unable to aecept lightly the lack of precision in the. report under consideration
t 

Axxd that led him to propose that study groups should be brought under the same regulations 
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as expert committees, in so f a r as preparation and approval for publication of their 

reports was concerned. I f that were done, i t would help to eliminate possible 

re f lec t ions on the work of the Organization. 

The DIRECTOR-GENERAL f e l t that the remarks of Dr Hyde on the publication of study 

group reports might perhaps be misunderstood; in drawing attention to resolution 

EBlY.KL^s he had repeatedly made the point that no express provisions had been l a id 

down In regard to the publication of those reports• He would, however, l ike to make 

i t plain that the f i r s t d ra f t of that resolution sutxnitted for the Board's approval at 

i t s seventeenth sess ion had contained a provision requiring prior approval of the Board 

for the publication of reports of study groups. At that time, and a f t e r lengthy-

discuss ion, the Board had decided not to accept that responsibi l i ty and had asked the 

Director-General to assume i t . 

I t would perhaps be as well , too, to look at the r e a l i t i e s of the s i tuat ion in 

regard to the approval for publication of expert committee reports . Even where the 

Board commented adversely, i t usually came to the point of approving publication. 

Similar examples of omissions of the kind to which attention had been drawn were 

to be found in many of the reports . But, in authorizing pubJJlaation in the case in 

question, he had merely been f u l f i l l i n g the responsibi l i ty put upon him by the Board. 

His action had been motiviated by the f ac t that many countries had already inst i tuted 

campaigns against tuberculosis by means of chemotherapy and that there was an urgent 

need for guidance by WHO in face of the divis ion of opinion on the drugs to be used. 

Contrary to what Dr Moore appeared to think, he believed that expert committees 
. . . . � . - i 

and study groups were an essent ia l p狂rt of the Organization's machinery. They were 

the means of making available to the world in general the knowledge exist ing on various 

subjects in a few countries only. One tended to be conditioned by one's own 

experience and to forget the varying environments of peoples elsewhere. 
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On the question of self-administration of drugs, it was his belief that it was only 

where the patient was oonvinoed of the value of treatment that he could be trusted 

faithfully to carry it out. In his ош! experience, he had known cases where the patient 

having ambulatory treatment had, even under supervision, evaded the administration of 

the drug by placing the tablet under his tongue and ejecting it after because he lacked 

the neeessaxy oonviotion. 

In conclusion, h© would joint out that some of th© observations that had been made 

in the discussion bore no direct relation to the report. The report referred 

specifically to tuberculosis control in areas having a high prevalence of tuberculosis 

and inadequate institutional facilities
#
 The Study Group, in laying down what would 

constitute a reasonably acceptable chemotherapy programme for such areas, had recognized 

that certain important questioia日 Btill awaited an answer« 

The meeting rose at 12
#
30 p>m 
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1, FIFTH REPORT OF THE COMMITTEE ON INTERNATIONAL QUARANIINEj Item 2,3 of the 
Agenda (Document EB21/11) 

Dr TIMMERMAN, Assistant Director-General, Central Technical Services, introducing 

the fifth report of the Committee on International Quarantine (document EB2I/U) said 

that one of the Committee
1

s main tasks under its special terms of reference was to 

review annually the functioning of the International Sanitary Regulations and to report 

thereon through the Board to the Assembly. Hence the greater part of its report 

(pages 2-35) was directed to that subject. In pages 36 to 39 the Committee dealt with 

additional regulations in respect of malaria, based on the report of a Study Group 

on International Protection against Malaria, but did not consider that at this stage an 

amendment to the International Sanitary Regulations was indicated. 

Paragraph 86 was concerned with the first report of an Expert Committee on Yellcw 

Fever Vaccine, and the Committee had requested the Director-General to implanent certain 

recommendations made therein. 

No proposal of a financial nature had been put forward by the Ccanmittee, and no 

action would be required by the Board, other than transmitting the report to the 

Eleventh.World Health Assembly, 

•
 %

 Dr HIDE askQd whether it was still necessary for the Committee to meet annually• 

•.、,;:••" • • • 
Dr TIMMERMAN, referring Dr Hyde to Article 13 of the International Sanitary 

Regulations, observed that the Committee had to meet every year to review the 

Director-General
J

s report, which was submitted on an annual basis, ‘• •
：

 ‘ 

Dr HIDE asked whether that particular provision required the Dire et oaM}e ner al
1

 s 

report to be examined annually*« 
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The DIRECTOR-GENERñX replied that that had to be done under the terms of 

resolution Ш1А6.20, paragraph 2(i). However
f
 the Board might wish to bring the 

matter to the Assembly's attention with a view to amending that resolution. 

Dr HIDE appreciated that, in the light of the foregoing information, an annual 

review was at present required, However^ as some experience had already been gained 

the Director-General might be asked to stucfy and report ш the p o s s i b i l i t y , in future , 

óf the review being carried out once every two years, which would both be more 

economical and would make less demand upon the time of ihe Comxiiittee's very bugy members. 

Professor PESONEN asked how the reporting system was functioning, and whether 

countries were informing the Organization in due time of ccaranunicable diseases 

occurring within their borders, 

Dr TIMMERMAN replied that the ideal had not yet been, reached but, with few 

exceptions, the system was working satisfactorily. 

The CHAIRMAN asked whether the following draft resolution would satisfy Dr Цу-dej 

The Executive Board 
, “ • 

1» NOTES the fifth report of the Committee on International Quarantine, 

« 
2

f
 THANKS the members of the Committee for their work, 

3
#
 TRANSMITS the report to the Eleventtx World Health Assembly for：, its 

consideration^ and 

A4 REQUESTS the Director-General to report to the twenty-third session of the 
Board on the continuing need for an annual meeting of the Gormnittee on International 
Quarantine# 
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Dr JAFAR proposed that the dra f t resolution be amended so as to require the 

Director^General to report to the Eleventh World Health Assembly, 

Dr HIDE said that，although he would be somewhat concerned i f the Board did not 

study the Director-General1 s reports f i r s t , he could agree to the amendment since the 

Assembly would probably re fer the matter back to the Board in any case. 

The CHAIRMAN, seeing no objection, announced that the dra f t resolution was adopted# 

Dr LAKSHMANAN said he would prefer the Director-Generalas report to be considered 

f i r s t t¡y the Board, part icular ly as he did not think there would be much discussion 

in the Assembly • 

Dr JAFAR observed that the Chairman had already announced the adoption of the 

d r a f t resolution^ so that i f the discussion were to be reopened the necessary procedure 

must be observed^ 

The CHAIRMAN concurred, explaining that he had not noticed that Dr Lakshmanan 

had s i gn i f i ed that he wished to speak# 

Professor CANAPERIA did not think that there was an important procedural i s sue a t 

stake^ and believed the Board could continue i t s discussion, 

Dr JAFAR said he would deplore the unfortunate precedent which would be established 

by ignoring the rules of procedure• I t would not take long to vote on a motion for 

rsopening the discussion. 
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Professor PESONEN moved that the discussion be reopened^ 

Dr LAKSHMANAN，stating that he had not been aware that a decision had alreacfy been 

taken, said he would not press his point • 

The DIRECTOR--GENERAL, drawing attention to Rule 40 of the Rules of Procedure, 

pointed out that Professor Pes one n had formally moved that the discussion be reopened. 

Professor PESONEN said that in the light of Dr Lakshmanan
1

 s last intervention he 

would withdraw his motion^ 

The CHAIRMAN stated that in the circumstances the draft resolution he had read out 

as amended by Dr Jafar should be regarded as adopted_ 

2
4
 REPORT ON APPOINTMENTS TO EXPERT ADVISORY PANELS AMD COMMITTEES; Item 2

#
6 of the 

Agenda (Document ЕВ2Х/Д6) 

Dr DOROLLE, Deputy Director-General^ introducing document ЕВ21/Д6
Д
 said that it had 

been submitted in accordance with Rule 4,1 of the Regulations for Expert Advisory Panels 

and Committees, by virtue of which the Direct or-General had to report on appointments 

made to the advisory panels and committees to the next session of the Board, This was 

done by submitting a comprehensive list at the January session and a supplementary-

document in June» The names of persons who had attended meetings were marked Ъу an 

asterisk^ 

Decision? The Board adopted a resolution noting the report of the Director-General 
on appointments to expert advisory panels and committees• 
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，• REPORT OF THE TECHNICAL CONFERENCE ON INSECT RESISTANCE î Item 2山 7 
of the Agenda (Document EB21/3) 

Dr KAUL, Assistant Director-General, Department of Advisory Services, said that 

the Expert Ccmmittee on Insect Resistance and Vector Control； vhich had met in 195〜 

had recommended that WHO undertake world-wide action to stimulate and co-ordinate ал 

international research programme on the problem of resistance to insecticides
#
 The 

Technical Conference^ held at Geneva in July 1957, had been attended by directors of 

the major laboratories and had had the desired effect of focusing their attention on 

the urgent problem of insect resistance, vhich vas recognized to be a serious threat 

to the very foundations of present-day vector control through chemical means
 e
 They 

had agreed to participate as fully as possible within the resources available to their 

laboratories^ so that an international programme of co-ordinated research had been 

initiated. 

The specific recommendations adopted Ъу the Conference vere to be found on pages 

31-55 of the report anâ he would single out for special attention reconmiendation 7» 

Dr HYDE asked what vas the status of such a technical conference of experts and how 

it differed from, an expert committee or a study group. He noted that the Conference had 

made r ec ommerdat ions to both WHO and governments
 # 

The DEPUTY БШЕСТСЕ̂GEHERAL recalled that that point had been discussed the previous 

year in the Standing Committee on Aflministration and Finance and that, following its 

report to the Board on the matter it had been decided, in order to avoid confusion^ to 

use the term "conference" solely for inter-regional gatiier ings
 9
 As from. 1959 therefore 
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any meeting coming under the Appropriation Section for expert committees, would be 

called an expert ccmmittee, 

.Professor CANAPERIA. asked vhat was TWHOts opinion on the standard methods of 

determining the resistance of the anophûles mosquito, in the light of recent research 

which suggested that other factors might Ъе influencing findings, 

Dr BEOWN (Secretariatsaid, that in drawing up standard methods for testing 

resistance, WHO had. taken cognizance of all methods used in any country. It had en-

countered different methods involving different manners of exposure of anopheles 

mosquitos, For example, a method had been usefl in Rome where one insect was exposed 

singly。 It was the job of W H O ^ technical personnel to reconcile the results obtained 

Ъу the various methods，and thus to understand the different operative -factcxnr-Tdiich 

affected the end resvilt of the standard method, employed, 

Dr JAPAR recalled that the Eegional Director for Africa had said that whereas 

Anopheles gairiblae had： been regarded as resistant to DDT, further observations had 

shown that the so-called resistance was behavlouristic, He would Ъе interested in 

further information on that point, because in the literature received A . gambiae 

was still recognized as pemanently resistant. 
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Dr BROWN said that behaviouristic res is tance of A. gambiae to DDT was an old topic, 

perhaps dating back to the vork of Muirhead-Thamson in 19^8. He had observed in 

window*-trap huts that k9 gambiae in West and. East Afr ica escaped from DDT-sprayed sur-

faces anâ vere found in the vindow-traps, I t had subsequently been establied that those 

r e s u l t s were due e s sent ia l ly to inadequate doses because of the absorption of the kero-

sene solution used in one case, o.rñ in the other case to the use of а coarse-part ic leá 

wettable powder； thus giving an excit ing dose rather than a l e tha l one0 Those re su l t s 

could be counteracted by giving a s u f f i c i e n t dose in the correct mannere Dr Muirhead,-

Thomson had not at the time suggested that i t vas a developed behavouristic resistance^ 

but only that i t vas a pre-exist ing one0 I t was l a te r interpreted Ъу reviewers of h i s 

vork that had sixggested that the phenomenon vas a developed one # 

Dr JAFAB asked whether i t was to be assumed that A, gambiae was no longer r e s i s t an t 

to DDT. 

Dr БЕ0Ш replied that there was no record of s ign i f i cant res is tance to DDT Ъу 

Л0 gambiae. 

Dr JAJPAB askeâ about the reaction of f l i e s to БПС. Two opinions have Ъееп put 

forward； one that they were nearly always too tídg for» DDT spraying, and the other that 

they had gradually developed re s i s t ance . He would be interested to note whether the 

present viev was that they had always been res i s tant^ or that they had became so owing 

to the use of DDT, 
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Dr BROWN replied that this vas a fundamental question reaching at the roots of 

genetics and biology
f
 In populations of insects vhich developed increasing resistance, 

it had been discovered that there had been present at first - as indeed there must have 

been _ either a small number of phenotypes already showing the pre-adaptations^ or 

rather genotypes carrying those pre-adaptations
;
 so that the process of developing 

resistance vas essentially a Darwinian selection of the individuals carrying the genes 

vhich gave resistance
#
 The population, surviving the insecticide treatment had came to 

contain the genes for resistance in a high proportion of the insects, whereas in the 

untouched population the phenotypes carrying those genes were extranely rare, 

Dr JAPAE said that the answer vas too technical tor him, 

Dr BROWN explained that， bearing in mind the dangers of over-simplification, his 

statement amounted to saying that what had, Ъееп a characteristic of the very few had 

become a characteristic of the majority
e 

Dr JAFAE said that he had, put his question because during the last three years 

repeated warnings had been Issued of the increasing resistance by flies to DDT spraying 

In 1955 the point had been much emphasized when discussing the malaria eradication 

programme and his views expressed at that time had now been confirmed, 

Dr TOGBA asked whether it had been found that flies had shown greater resistance 

to dieldrin. 
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Dr HAUL said that he did not f u l l y grasp the import of Dr J a f a r ! s l a s t remark. 

I t was a f a c t that the resu l t of the mass use of insect ic ide had been a growth 

in r e s i s t a n t spec ies , 

Dr JAFAE believed that such re s i s t ant species of f l i e s were to Ъе found even 

where no mass spraying had taken place 4 

Dr BBOWN, referr ing to recorded experience in I t a ly and the United S ta te s , said 

that a t the f i r s t spraying v i th a chlorinated hydrocarbon insect ic ide , such as DDT̂  

the observed resul t in v i r tua l ly every case had been a very marked reduction of the 

f l y population to the point where i t could be described as disappearance. But i t was 

recorded in Borne Ъу Sacca^ vho had been the f i r s t to discover DDT res is tance in the 

housefly in I ta ly a f t e r i t had been,/discovered in Sweden, that there vere in f a c t а 

very few survivors， and these could be the pareirts of the next generation. When 

spraying vas applied against that and succeeding generations the percentage of survivors 

became observable^ and increased v i th every generation subjected to the insec t i c ide . 

In reply to Dr Togba he said that i t vas the experience that the application of 

d ie l â r in did possibly give r i s e to higher level s of d ie ldr in-res i s tance than the DDT-

res i s tance engendered-by DDT, In f a c t , the res i s tance response was quite dras t i c to 
« 

die lâr in» In addition, when dieldrin was used other phencmena came into play a s , for 

example, the p o s s i b i l i t y of the number of eggs la id Ъу survivors increasing in number, 

Those additional fac tors vere at present under study both in the laboratory and in 

the f i e l d , 
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Dr TOGBA said that the matter was of extreme importance to the malaria eradie-

aiion programme, and he wondered whether ¥BD was eontemplating serious action against 

flies. He had seen places where they were literally teeming as a result of dieldrin. 

Dr KAUL said that the problem of flies was being considered in the context of an 

entiráLy separate prcgramme. 

Dr BROVIN said that the phenomenon encountered with the use of dieldrin had been 

reported from five countries. On the other hand it had not been observed in two 

other countries nor in certain towns and villages of the first five countries mentioned. 

The common factor in those latter instances had been found to be good sanitatien. 

Decision: The Board adopted a resolutinx noting the report of the Technical 
Conference on Insect Resistance and thanking the members of the Conference for 
tfeeir work, 

REPORTS OF STUDY (HOUPS: Item 2.8 of the Agenda 

Report of Director-General (Dooviment ЕВ21/Д8). 

The DEPUTY DIRECTOR -GENERAL said that the report (document EB21/4B) had been 

submitted by the Director-General in compliance with the request made by the Board 

in i t s resolution EB17.RX3 that he report on. any study group convened when provision 

had net been made for it in the corresponding budget estimates. 

The CHAIRMAN observed that no action was required by the Board upon the Direotor-

General
1

 s report other than to take note of it. 

Décision: The Board took note of the report in document ЕВ21/48, 
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Study Group on Histological Definitions of Cancer Types: Item 2,8.1 of the Agenda 
(Bbciiment EB21/9) 

Dr TIMMERMANN, introducing document EB21/9, said that the Study Group had been 

convened largely as a result of the Board's resolution EB17#R40, in which the 

Director-General had been requested to explore the possibility of WHO organizing 

centres which would arrange for the collection and histopathological examination of 

human tissues. The main object had been to develop a histological definition of 

diseases and types of diseases, and it had been decided that the work should start 

•with types of салоег. 

The Study Group had provided a short summary of the situation in some countries 

in pages 4 to 6 of its report• After some discussion it had recommended that the 

work should be initiated on tumours of the oro-pharynx, lung, soft tissue and breast. 

The Study Group's recommendations on structure and organization were to be found on 

pages 7 and 8 of its report, and its recommendations on the functions of an inter-

national centre and its staff appeared in pages 8 and 9» It had emphasized the 

importance of training and that international centres should be prepared to accept 

trainees• In the last section of its report the Study Group had stressed the need 

for co-ordination "with appropriate international non-governmental organizations• 

Professor CANAPERIA considered that reports of study groups and expert committees 

should provide more comprehensive information about the situation in different 

coiintries and should not restrict themselves to that of the countries actually-

represented. The Organization would then have the benefit of all the available 

information. 
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He would be interested to know the Director-General
1

s opinion on the Study Group會s 

i^commandations, some of which entailed direct action and financial support by WHO. 

The recoiranendation that the views of interested non-governmental organizations 

be sought was an important one, the more so as he believed that WHO did not always 

take full advantage of the help such bodies could give* In the present case he had 

of course in mind the International Union against Cancer. In support of his argument 

he referred to the gain derived from having oonvenod the Expert Committee on Poliomyelitis 

after the international conference on that disease• 

Dr HABERNOLL noted that the Study Group had indicated that the purpose of an 

international centre would be to collect clinical data, provide diagnostic advice, 

train tumour pathologists, and carry out research. In regard to organization
3
 it was 

important to avoid overlapping and red tape. Though WHO
r

s initiative had clearly been 

justified, he wondered whether the Organization was fitted to carry out such a 

programme or whether it should be entrusted to other organizations such as the 

International Union against Cancer• 

The work should yield a standardized, nomenclature and studies on geographical 

pathology. 

Dr HYDE， referring to Professor Canaperia^s first point, recalled that the function 

of study groups was to advise the Director-General, and they did not have to explore 

their subject as comprehensively as expert committees• Hence their reports were more 

in the nature of informal working papers for internal use and were not necessarily 

prepared for publication. 
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Professor CANAPERIA emphasized that his remarks had been of a general nature and 

had applied also to expert committees. 

Dr TIMMERMANN, referring to Professor Canaperia^s observation concerning 

information on the position in different countries, said that efforts were being made 

to obtain information from other countries so as to obtain a more comprehensive picture• 

The re commendations in the report did not commit WHO and constituted advice to 

the Director-General, who decided whethsr to follow it or not, and to what extent. 

Some financial provision had already been mâde for such work in the 1958 budget, and 

further appropriations were proposed in the 1959 budget. 

The Study Ovoupy of course^ was well conversant with the work of the International 

Union against Cancer and the work would be conducted in co-operation with that body. 

He agreed with Dr Haber noil on the need, to avoid overlapping and to ascertain what was 

being done elsewhere • 

Professor CANAPERIA said that he vould be interested to know the DirectoiwGanôral>« 

views on the recommendations and what action he proposed to take. 

Dr TIMMERMANN said that he could report on the action already taken,. An Expert 

Advisory Panel on Cancer had been established, and as a first step participants in the 

group had been appointed to it. Further members would be appointed later• For various 

reasons it had been decided, to select two (lung and soft tissue tumours) out of the 

four proposed by the Study Group, for priority treatment, as it was essential to start 

on a small scale. Negotiations were under vay with two institutos which could serve 

as international centres for those two tumours, but had not as yet resulted in any 

definite decision. 
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Professor CANâPERLl said he had been glad to learn that the Director-General 

conteirç)lated further action on tho question of cancer; as he himself had stressed at 

tho Eighth World Health Assembly, the time had come for the Organization to initiate 

work on tho problems involved. The Expert Advisory Panel on Cancer that was being set 

up would, he was sure, be ablo after study to indicate guiding lines for the 

Organization's future work. 

He noted that, as a first step, the members of the Study Group had all been appointed 

to the panel• The histological and anatomo-pathological aspects of cancer were 

undoubtedly vory ixrçortant from the international standpoint; nevertheless there were 

other areas in which research had already been done and which were equally suitable for 

international collaboration, e.g. the epidemiology of the disease. No doubt the member-

ship of the panel of experts would in due time be broadened to cover every aspect of the 

problem. 

Professor PESONEN remarked that the question of duplication of research work had 

been raised time and again in the Board, Co-ordination between the United Nations and 

the other specialized agencies was sinple; but where non-governmental organizations 

and national institutes were engaged in parallel research, the problem was moro difficult 

While convinced that the Director-General was doing everything possible in the matter, 

ho nevertheless thought that a special research co-ordination unit at Headquarters might 

bo needed to koep in close touch with what was going on in research centres throughout 

the world. Action of the kind would undoubtedly benefit the work of WHO
1

s expert 

committees, as well as medical progress throughout the world. He was making no formal 

proposal on tho matter. 
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Dr TIMMERMAN assured Professor Canaperia that it was the Director-Generalas 

intention to broaden the representation on the Expert Advisory Panel on Canccr. 

Professor Pesonen
1

s suggestion was worthy of serious study, Л unit of the kind 

he envisaged would be most valuable for keeping in touch with research centres and 

keeping the world informed on the course of research work that was being done. 

Decision: The Board adopted a resolution noting the report of the 
Study Group on Histological Definitions of Cancer Types and thanking 
the members of the Study Group for their work. 

Study Group on Recommended Requirements for Biological Substances< Item 2>8»2 of 
the Agenda (Document EB21/Í0) ” — — — 

The CHAIRM/IN inviied Dr Tiinmarman to introduce the subject^ 

Dr TIMMERMAN stated that the object of the Organization^s work on which the Study-

Group had given advice was to draw up recommendations on aspects of the control of 

biological substances outside the competence of the Expert Committee on Biological 

Standardization. The Study Group was of opinion that national control authorities in 

general would benefit by having available detailed tochnical international re с oinme ndat ions 

on methods of assay and requirements for biological substances• The acceptance of such 

recommendations would also, the Study Group felt, greatly facilitate the exchange of 

biological substances between countries. 

The Study Group had gone on to consider the formulation of international 

recommendations on requirements in respect of a number of vaccines, as well as toxoids 

and anti-toxins. It had drawn up a general framework for use in formulating inter-

national recommendations on requirements in respect of individual substances of the 

kind (paragraph 5 of its report). 
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Tho procedure to be followed for obtaining international roc omme ndati ons on 

requirements had also been taken up (paragraph 7)• Normally, an expert in tho substance 

in question should be asked to draw up tho initial draft, after which it should be 

submitted to members of expert advisoiy panels and to national laboratories for сошюпЬ 

(by correspondence, if possible). The final stage was for a group of experts, meeting 

together, to draw up the definitive recommendations. Subsequently the final drafts 

were to be subnitted to Member States and any comments forthcoming would be carefully 

considered. 

The international recoiranondations on requiromonts for individual biological 

substances were discussod in paragraph 8 and in the annex to the report. 

The Study Group advocated including as an introduction to each recoinrnendation all 

possible helpful details, in order to assist the national control authorities• The 

final acceptance of the recoroniended requirements would，of course, depend on the 

national authorities. 

Dr HA.BERNOLL wished once more to eirphasize that the free importation of biological 

products should be authorized only where the producer complied with international 

regulations on production and distribution. The task of formulating the guiding 

principles on which the regulations should be based could only be undertaken by ал 

international organization. He accordingly felt that work of the type done by the 

Study Group deserved full support„ 

Dr METCALFE asked whether there was any method of dealing with new products which 

were put on the market before WHO had a chance to lay down recommended requiremonts» 
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Dr TIMMERMAN said that was a point of crucial iirç>ortance in regard to action on 

biological substances and also in drawing up specifications for inclusion in the 

International Pharmacopoeia• WHO would continue to do all it could to have recom-

mendations prepared in the shortest possible time, but there was no denying that a 

time-lag would always exist. 

Decision: The Board adopted a resolution noting the report of the 
Study Group on Requirements for Biological Substances and thanking 
the members of the Study Group for their work» 

Study Group on Chemotherapy and Chemoprophylaxis in Tuberculosis Control? Item 2.8»3 _ 
of the Agenda (Document ЕВ21Д8) ~ 

The Gffi\IRM/iN asked Dr Kaul to introduce the subject. 

Dr K/IUL, Assistant Director-General, Depaxtmerrt of Advisory Services, stated that 

the report of the Study Group had already been published in the Technical Report Series 

No. 141. 

It was only during the last year that the potentialities of antituberculosis drugs 

in public health measures for the control of tuberculosis had been fully realised- The 

evidence accumulated indicated that institutional treatment for tuberculosis was no 

longer essential• Until recently, those drugs had been used mainly in conjunction with 

the classical treatment of the disease• New possibilities for ambulatory treatment at 

home had opened up, in particular for those countries which had as yet little or no 

institutional treatment facilities• 

As WHO
1

s help had been sought by a number of countries in organizing control 

prograimnes based on domiciliary treatment by drugs, the Director-General had deemed it 
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advisable to seek the advice of a group of exports in the matter. The task of tho 

group had been to lay down guiding lines for programmes of the kind and in particular 

to advise on the most suitable drug for self-administration The issue was of special 

iirportanco for UNICEF, which was providing supplies for several programmes in operation» 

Recent experiments had also shown that antituberculosis drugs might bo of value 

for prophylactic purposes and, again, WHO had wished to have the most up-to«^date 
« 

advice on that possibility. 

The main conclusions of the group were that: 

(1) tuberculosis prevalence surveys should, be encouraged; 

(2) all known cases of pulmonary tuberculosis should receive chemotherapy 

which might be on an ambulatory or domiciliary basis in areas of high 

prevalerico with inadequate hospiial facilities； and 

(3) en^hasis should be placed on the devalopioant of the most offçativQ 

type of service for domiciliary chemotterapy. 

The Study Group had further emphasised that
Â
 in view of the praeont gaps in the 

knowledge of chemotherapy, its recowioendations were designed to s^rve as a guide for 

single ^rQ^Qfita in selected areas j rather than ior country-wide control ope rations-

With regard to prophylaxis, the Study Group had recommendod.provisionally that, 

in areas of high prevalence of the disease, INH should be administered to tuberculin 

reactors who were household associates of infectious tuberculous patients» 

Dr HYDE observed that, in substance, the report was a testimony to the calibre of 

the Study Groupes members； it laid the groundwork for development of control of 

tuberculosis by chemotherapy. 
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He reverted to his earlier remarks on the publication of expert committee and 

study group reports. Resolution EB17»R13, adopted by the Board at its seventeenth 

session, contained no reference to the publication of study group reports‘ Presumably, 

therefore, the Director-General was free to use his discretion in the matter of 

publishing any study group report in the Technical Report Series; the Board had the 

deciding voice in respect of the publication of expert committee reports. In that 

connexion, he would draw attention to the fact that the description of the Organization 

and its work, always included on the inside cover of the Technical Report Series
д
 had 

no relevance to the work of study groups; it might be that the material required 

some revision to take account of the use of study groups as well as of expert committees^ 

as an essential part of the Organization
1

 s machinery. 

The report under consideration did not appear to have been so carefully edited as 

was generally the case. Initial capitals appeared to have been used in a somewhat 

indiscriminate manner: various references were made to the drugs
 M

INH
W

 and
 lf

PAS
,f

, 

but surely in a report for general dissemination the chemical formulae of the two drugs 

should have been given，^ matter of more serious moment was that, on page 6, in 

recoranending a daily dosage of sodium PAS, no indication was given of whether or not 

that was the adult dose. 

After giving several more instances^ he made the point that, in issuing information 

to the world on the use of toxic drugs, there was need for the utmost precision. 

Dr MOORE said that, having gone carefully through the report, he felt bound to 

agree with Dr Hyde
T

s comments. 
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Chemotherapy and chemoprophylaxis in tuberculosis control were under close 

consideration by many national bodies throughout the world today, and had also been 

the subject of considerable discussion at a meeting of the International Union Against 

Tuberculosis hold in New Delhi in 1957. In that connexion, he felt bound to agree with 

Professor Canaperia
!

s remarks on the usefulness of working in collaboration with 

corrpetent non-goveriunental organizations. 

While he could agree in general with the tenor of the report, he believed that 

some points of inçortance had been over-enphasized and others not given sufficient 

stress. His irrpression of the report was that it could well have been written by any 

^"persoJX. with experience in tuberculosis control. The Study Group had followed orthodox 

lines in recommending prevalence surveys for case-fixiding. The methods advocated were 

all in general use but what the report omitted to say was that, where a choice had to 

be made, mass x-ray work was of the most value. 

He was able to endorse the minimum programme as outlined in the report* He must, 

however, take exception to Dr Kaulî s remark that institutional treatment for tuber-

culosis was no longer essential- In his opinion, institutional treat nient would always 

remain necessary for certain cases of the disease* Of course, it was undoubtedly 

necessary to try other methods in countries where no facilities for hospital treatment 

of tuberculosis existed» 

Again, anyone of experience was well aware that continued INH tha rap y in the 

presence of uncorrectable "open" pulmonary tuberculosis was open to question (page 5), 

The same applied to a statement that, on present knowledge, the uso of INH alone could 

not be recoïnmended with tho same assurance as combined therapy by means of INH and 

PAS (page 5). Л point that had not been sufficiently brought out was the danger of 

setting up widespread infection by tubercle bacilli resistant to INH. 
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He endorsed the rccoiranendations that initially programmes should be restricted 

to heavily infected areas; and that special attention should be given to tho home 

conditions of patients in domiciliary treatment. From his own and general experience 

he could affirm that the only effective way of ensuring continuance of treatment by-

means cf drugs was for the patient to attend at a clinic or for the field staff to 

undertake daily supervision of administration-

The question of the nutritional status cf the patient was rœntioned on page 12. 

Much more might have been said cn the subject, indeed, nutritional status was the crux 

of the whole problem. In any case of under-nourishment
}
 he personally would always 

advocate the supplying of food in place of drugs. Under the Canadian tuberculosis 

programme amongst Indians it was the practice in such cases to remove the patient from 

his family; and to give the whole family an adequate food supply over a six-month 

period, at the end of which the members ware re-examined. At the timo of discharge, 

even where the patient was being kept under ambulatory therapy, stops were taken to 

provide adequate food supplies for the family as a whole until such time as the danger 

of a relapse was over. 

Speaking generally, he believed that past experience had shown the need for extreme 

care in calling together expert committees and study groups• That had been the under-

lying reason that had led him to propose recently in the Standing Committee on Admini-

stration and Finance that the meetings of certain study groups, including one on 

tuberculosis contemplated in 1959, should be postponed, 

Dr METCALFE remarked that tho name of the study group would appear to indicate 

that its function had been limited to the study of chemotherapy. It was noteworthy^ 

however, that the group had broached other aspects of tuberculosis control as well and 

its report purported to be in the nature of a full blue-print for control operations. 
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Dr Moore1s remarks on the feeding of the tuberculous patient and his family were very 

pertinent j the underlying theory was generally accepted nowadays. Obviously the bread-

winner in a family would resist attempts to make him give up his work and have treatment 

unless some provision were made for his family and^ where nothing was done, he remained 

a real source of infection within the communitye The report had not, in his opinion, 

given sufficient emphasis to what was a fundamental consideration, namely, the removal 

of th© sources of infection of tuberculosise 

Dr KAUL said that the Director-General bad called together the Study Group because 

it had been essential for ЩО^ at the present stage of the development of chemotherapy 

in the control cf tuberculosis, to have some authoritative advice on which to base its 

guidaace to. governments and to UNICEF in developing antituberculosis programmes. 

It was obvious) from the disoussion that had just taken place, that views diverged 

widely on the status of the development of chemotherapy
e 

The function of the Group had been to assemble and analyse all the available 

knowledge and reach a considered opinion on tho place of chemotherapy in tuberculosis 

control,,. The urgency of the matter and the rapid developments that were taking place 

had led to the report being publishod. and distributed as quickly as possible
e 

Th© members of the Study Group had been carefully chosen for t heir experience in 

antituberculosis chemotherapy, as a glance at its membership list would show
0
 It was 

doubtless because they were experts that they had found it unnecessary to expand the 

technical terms 111 more detail� No doubt it had assumed that the terms were thoroughly 

well understood� 
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He had been most careful not to say that institutional treatment for tuberculosis 

could be dispensed with entirely. Nevertheless, the experience gained in recent years 

had olearly shown that it was possible to attack the disease with the help of drugs, and 

that the method was especially valuable where institutional facilities were lacking, 

The danger that tubercle bacilli might develop resistance to INH was precisely one 

of the Director-General
1

 s reasons for calling the Study Group together^ and the Group 

had recommended the combination of INH with PAS or somé^ other drug as a means of avoiding 

such a contingency• 

Since chemotherapy was merely a part of the general control of tuberculosis, the 

Group had been bound to refer in its report to other aspects of control. There was no 

sx3^ggastd^m」Jaat^othar~measures, such as BCG vaccination, should be discontinued, 
• \ 

He had to admit t h a t ^ t h ^ 〜 : — < v f l t山】 I o u s - . 

patient had not been given sufficient emphasis
 0
 No doubt the Study Group had assumed 

that the importance of nutrition would already be well kno-wn
# 

Dr НОШ Thieü^ JEoberculasis üectixm’ answeriog the mor, te<±Lnioal̂ coïïirnant s^ .agreed 

that^-tJae-jraport might with advantage have given the chemical formulae for, or the full 

палю of, INH and RAS
 9
 Sine© the two drugs were in current use all over the world, 

however； probably the Group had felt such details unnecessary. 

He agreed too that institutional treatment would be essential in certain cases
e 

But it was be cuas e the development of antibiotics and antituberculous drugs in recent 

years had opened the prospect for many countries to take effective measures to control 

the disease that the report had been drawn up in the first place
% 
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The Secretariat had long recognized the difficulties involved in any programme of 

self—administration of drugs
 e
 It was obvious from the report that the members of the 

Study Group had been very divided in opinion on the question of whether on© or several 

drugs should be used in therapy。 The latter problem revolved largely round th© question 

of whether the patient could be trusted to administer the drugs himself. The Study 

Group‘ s conclusion had been that
7
 if he could, th© best oombination for therapy would be 

INH end PAS oombinsd» Many of the individual members of the Group had agreed with 

Dr Moore that self-administration of PIS was unrealistic• 

Tuberculosis experts had long recognized that an adequate standard of nutrition was 

a very big factor in resistance to tuberculosis
 0
 The question of whether it was worth-

while to provide chemotherapy in countries of low nutritional standards had been 

thoroughly canvassedo A research project, set up in Madras two years previously with 

the help of WHO; had led to the surprising finding that
;
 even in such conditions, the 

patient given domiciliary treatment by drugs made as much progress ̂  measured in terms of 

X-ray improvement and sputum conversion^ as th© patient given hospital treatment over a 

lengthy period。 

The report of th© conference organized by the International Union against Tuber-» 

culosis had not provided material of the kind required to guide Ш0 in its attitude 

towards chemotherapy and chemoprophylaxis in tuberculosis control• 

Dr JAPAR asked, -what was the significance of the term "equivalent" as applied to the 

total daily dosage of sodium FAS (page 6), As far as he was aware, the term had no 

scientific meaning in th© context. 
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Dr MOORE thanked Dr Kaul and Dr Holm for the information they had given
#
 The 

members of the Board would no doubt look forward to having further reports on the pilot 

project in Madras that had been m e n t i o n © I f the success already achieved were borne 

out by futur© resulta, it would certainly serve to endorse the activity
# 

He was still of opinion that the report under discussion was lacking in one or two 

essentials « From evidence at the present time it was clear that a hard core of tuber-

culous cases would persist that would need institutional treatment
f
 including thoracic 

surgery
t 

The importance of isolating spreaders of the disease wcis another point that had not 

received sufficient emphasis in the report： measures were needed for isolating the 

patient in programmes of domiciliary treatment. The title of the report
f
 in view of its 

nature
>
 might well have been modified to: Chemotherapy and Chemoprophylaxis in Mbulatory 

or Domiciliary Tuberculosis Controls 

Although the drug of choice of the experts for home treatment was INH, it was 

noteworthy that that drug did not enjoy the same status in institutional treatment in 

Ornada« There ̂  streptomycin was the first choice
>
 followed by INH in combination with 

PAS. 

Dr HOIM stated that the term "equivalent" had been used by the Group to avoid 

enumerating the many preparations of EAS that were available on the market today. The 

daily dosage of 10 g referred to in the report was the adult dose
# 

The fact that the title of the report referred to chemotherapy and chemoprophylaxis 

in tuberculosis control indicated that it was not intended to relate to institutional 

treatment • Undoubtedly thoracic surgery and patient isolation were important measoires 
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in the treatment of the disease - however^ the Study Group had not been required to deal 

with those aspects• The fact that those and other questions had not as yet been dealt 

with was a further argument in favour of the proposal to call together an expert 

coinmittee in 1959 to study tuberculosis control as a whole, 

Dr TOGBA
?
 taking up Dr Moor©

!

s point on nutritional status, asked whether any real 

consideration had been given to that matter. All were aware of the danger of repeated 

relapses when the tuberculosis patient was unable to maintain an adequate standard of 

feedings 

ibaother important factor in domiciliary treatment concerned the isolation of th© 

patient^ What measures were contemplated for that purpose where, as happened in many-

areas of the world, the whole family was restricted to one room for living space? 

Dr MOORE remarked that he could answer Dr Tobga
!

s question on housing from practical 

experienoe. In Canada, some help was given to th© family of a patient under home treat-

ment for the purpose of building an additional small room to the home or^ where olimatio 

conditions would allow, a tent was supplied
#
 While perhaps not ideal, theee measures 

were better than leaving the patient within the family to spread infection
 # 

Dr METCALEE wondered what action was open to the Board in regard to th© report, 

sin^e it had already been published• 

Dr НУЛЕ found the remark pertinent to the iUrther observations he wished to make. 

He was unable to aocept lightly the lack of preoision in the report under consideration. 

And that led him to propose that study groups should be brought under the same regulation 
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as expert committees
?
 in so far as preparation and approval for publication of their 

reports was concerned. If that were done^ it would help to eliminate possible 

reflections on the work of the Organization
e 

The DIEECTOR-GENEEAL felt that the remarks of Dr Hyde on the publication of study 

group reports might perhaps be misunderstood； in drawing attention to resolution E B 1 7 J G ^ 

he had repeatedly made the point that no express provisions had been laid down in regard 

to the publication of those report s
 0
 He would

?
 however

 ?
 like to make it plain that the 

first draib of that resolution submitted for the Board
1

 s approval at its seventeenth 

session had contained a provision requiring prior approval of the Board for the publication 

of reports of study groups^ At that time，and after lengthy discussion^ the Board had 

decided not to accept that responsibility and had asked the Direct or-General to assume it e 

It would perhaps be as well； too& to look at the realities of tĥ ： s if,nation in 

regard to the approval for publication of expert committee reports� Е-фп where the 

Board commented adversely, it usually came to the point of approving publication» 

Similar examples of omissions of the kind to which attention bad baen drawn were to 

be found in many of the reports0 But，in authorising publication in the case in question, 

he had merely been fulfilling the responsibility put upon him by the Board。 Hi^ action 

had been motiváted by the fact that many oountries had already instituted campaigns 

against tuberculosis by means of chemotherapy and that there was an urgent need for 

guidance by ШТ/tin face of the division of opinion on the drugs, to be used
a 

Contrary to -wtiat Dr Moore appeared to think
;
 he believed that expert committees and 

study groups were an essential part of the Organization
!

s machinery• They were the 

means of making ava i l ab l e to the world in general the knowledge ex i s t ing on various 

subjects in a f w countries only
e
 One tended to be conditioned by oner's omi experience 

and to forget the varying environments of peoples elsewhere
ô 
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On the question of self-administration of drugs, it was his belief that it was only 

where the patient was oonvincod of the value of treatment that he could be trusted 

faithfully to carry it out • In his o-wn experience, he had кпощ! cases where the patient 

having ambulatory treatment had, even under supervision, evaded the administration of 

the drug by placing the tablet under his tongue and ejecting it after because he lacked 

the necessary conviction. 

In conclusion, he would joint out that some of the observations that had been made 

in the discussion bore no direct relation to the report. The report referred 

specifically to tuberculosis control in areas having a high prevalence of tuberculosis • 

and inadequate institutional facilities 9 The Study Group, in laying down what would 

constitute a reasonably acceptable chemotherapy programme for such areas, had recognized 

that certain important questions still awaited an answer. 

The meeting rose at 12
9
30 р

п
ш• 


